Worksheet 3. Verbs: Present activities

Complete the sentences. Write one of the verbs from the word pool in the present progressive in each sentence.

cry  eat  hold  listen  look  put  serve  sleep  talk  work

1. The flight attendant _______________ drinks.

2. The woman next to me ___________ ________. Her eyes are closed.

3. A man in the front of the plane ___________ his bag in the overhead bin.

4. A man near me ___________ dinner.

5. The man across from me ___________ on his laptop.

6. A woman on the other side ______________ a drink in her hand and she is ___________ out the window.

7. The women in front of me ___________ ___________ to each other.

8. A child behind me ___________, but I ___________ (negative) to him.